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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to lighting fixtures and,
more particularly, to recessed LED lighting fixtures. Still
more specifically, this invention also relates to the field
of lensing for desired LED distribution in recessed lighting
fixtures.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In recent years, the use of light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) for various common lighting purposes has in-
creased, and this trend has accelerated as advances
have been made in LEDs and in LED-array bearing de-
vices, often referred to as "LED modules." Indeed, light-
ing applications which have been served by fixtures using
high-intensity discharge (HID) lamps, halogen lamps,
compact florescent light and other light sources are now
increasingly beginning to be served by LED modules.
Such lighting applications include, among a good many
others, interior lighting, such as for office space. Creative
work continues in the field of LED module development,
and also in the field of using LED modules for light fixtures
in various applications, including recessed lighting fix-
tures.
[0003] Recessed lighting fixtures in general have cer-
tain limitations with respect to the size of the area that
can be illuminated by a given fixture. A recessed lighting
fixture is typically mounted into a ceiling, a wall or some
other structure that has an opening through which the
light is emitted onto the area to be illuminated. (Given
that recessed lighting is most typically used in ceilings,
discussions referring to particular building structures will
refer to a ceiling; however it is to be understood that no
limitation is intended by any such reference.) Lighting-
industry standards require that a given light source of a
recessed lighting fixture be recessed within the ceiling to
a sufficient depth to conceal such light source from a
viewer looking at the fixture at an angle (to the vertical
axis of the fixture) of 45° or more. Compliance with such
standard typically substantially reduces the size of the
area below illuminated by the fixture, which in turn may
require a greater number of fixtures for illuminating a par-
ticular room or large area or may require recessed fix-
tures with larger openings. This can become a problem
when architectural design preferences tend toward fewer
fixtures and smaller openings.
[0004] There have been various efforts in development
of recessed lighting fixtures using LEDs as light sources.
However, there is a significant need in the lighting indus-
try for improved recessed light fixtures using LEDs, ad-
dressing the problems and concerns referred to above.
More specifically, it would be highly desirable to provide
an LED-based recessed lighting fixture that provides il-
lumination of large areas while having a relatively small
size, as well as improved LED lensing to serve such pur-

poses.
[0005] Patent specification JP361214485A discloses
a LED lighting system according to the preamble of in-
dependent claim 1.

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0006] It is an object of the invention to provide im-
proved LED lensing to overcome some of the problems
and shortcomings of the prior art, including those referred
to above.
[0007] Another object of the invention is to provide an
improved recessed lighting fixture with improved LED
lensing such that the fixture provides a substantial illu-
mination area while having a relatively small size and
being in compliance with lighting-industry standards.
[0008] How these and other objects are accomplished
will become apparent from the following descriptions and
the drawings.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] This invention is and improved lens for directing
light from an LED light emitter in a preferential-side off-
axial direction with respect to the emitter axis. Such pref-
erential-side off-axial light distribution provides a signifi-
cant widening of the angle at which light exits a recessed
lighting fixture, thus providing illumination of a broader
area without enlarging the fixture size. Such off-axial light
distribution from a light emitter is achieved with a lens
positioned over the emitter which lens is specifically de-
signed for directing a majority of light toward a preferential
side.
[0010] The inventive lens includes an emitter-adjacent
base end which forms a light-receiving opening, an inner
surface extending from the base end and forming a void,
an output-end surface configured to direct light toward
the preferential side, and an outer lateral surface config-
ured for TIR (total internal refelection) to direct light to-
ward the output-end surface. The inner surface includes
a surrounding lateral surface formed about the emitter
axis and an end surface configured to direct light toward
the preferential side. The surrounding lateral surface is
preferably a substantially cylindrical surface, and most
preferably has a right cylindrical shape of substantially
circular cross-section. The light from the emitter exits the
output-surface predominantly toward the preferential
side.
[0011] The term "predominantly," as used herein with
respect to the light which exits the output-end surface of
the inventive lens, means that the output-end surface is
configured such that of the light which reaches the output-
end surface a great majority exits the output-end surface
toward the preferential side.
[0012] The configuration of the surfaces of the lens de-
fine a high efficiency of light output which achieves min-
imal losses of light. The inventive lens has about 80-95%
efficiency in usage of emitter light. In certain preferred
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embodiments only about 13% of light from the emitter is
lost (not directed for useful illumination).
[0013] The term "right cylindrical shape" means a sur-
face generated by a straight line moving substantially
parallel to the emitter axis along a full annular path, re-
gardless of its shape. A preferred right cylindrical shape
is generated by a substantially circular path of line move-
ment, and most preferably is a surface which is coaxial
with the emitter axis.
[0014] Many other configurations for the surrounding
lateral surface are possible, including without limitation
surfaces generated by movement of a line which is other
than straight. In some alternative embodiments, the sur-
rounding lateral surface may have various annular
shapes, including shapes having different cross-section-
al configurations at different positions therealong. The
surrounding lateral surface may be angled with respect
to the emitter axis.
[0015] In the preferred embodiment of this invention,
the end surface preferably has a substantially planar por-
tion angled toward the preferential side and transitioning
from near the emitter axis to a convex portion that is on
a non-preferential side and meets the surrounding lateral
surface at a position farthest from the base end.
[0016] In preferred embodiments, the outer lateral sur-
face extends from the base end to terminate proximal to
the output-end surface at distances from the emitter axis
which are greatest on the preferential side and gradually
decrease toward a non-preferential side. The outer lat-
eral surface has angles of divergence with respect to the
emitter axis which are the greatest on the preferential
side and gradually decrease toward the non-preferential
side. The outer lateral surface may have been formed by
substantially straight lines. In the illustrated preferred em-
bodiment, the outer lateral surface is formed by a curved
line forming a substantially convex shape.
[0017] The angles of the outer lateral surface create
varying distances at which the outer lateral surface ter-
minates with respect to the emitter axis. Such distances
may define an output-end axis substantially parallel to
the emitter axis and offset therefrom toward the prefer-
ential side. The angles of the outer surface are measured
in planes which include the emitter axis. The inventive
lens is most typically bilaterally symmetric.
[0018] In preferred embodiments of this invention, the
output-end surface is substantially planar. The emitter-
adjacent base end is preferably a planar surface which
is substantially perpendicular to the emitter axis. The out-
put-end surface is preferably angled toward a non-pref-
erential side, with the edge of such output-end surface
on the preferential side being farthest from the plane of
the base end.
[0019] Preferred embodiments may include an out-
ward flange about the outer lateral surface. The outward
flange preferably includes a reference mark indicating an
orientation of the preferential side during installation of
the lens over the emitter.
[0020] In preferred embodiments, the light emitter

used with the lens of this invention is an LED package
including at least one LED and a primary lens over the
LED, making the lens of this invention a secondary lens
placed over the primary lens. The primary lens has an
illumination pattern which is substantially rotationally
symmetric around the emitter axis, and in certain embod-
iments, the primary lens is substantially hemispherical.
[0021] The configuration of surfaces of the lens of this
invention will be based on the intended application of the
lens and the desired proportion of the light to be emitted
toward the preferential side. In some embodiments, the
lens is configured to direct about 75% of emitted light
toward the preferential side and about 12% toward a non-
preferential direction. In some other embodiments, the
lens surfaces may be configured for directing about 55%
toward the preferential side and 45% toward the non-
preferential side. For example, the lens may be config-
ured to produce a round footprint for a illuminating the
ground or to produce a rectangular footprint for a wall-
wash application.
[0022] The term "angled toward," as used herein with
respect to lens surfaces, refers to the light-exit side of
the interface between two mediums (lens and air) from
which the light moves. More specifically, if the light moves
from air to lens material, then the "angled toward" refers
to that side of the interface which faces the lens material.
On the other hand, if the light moves from the lens ma-
terial to air, then the "angled toward" refers to the air side
of the interface.
[0023] The term "preferential side," as used herein with
respect to the light-distribution direction, means the lat-
eral direction (with respect to the emitter axis) toward
which illumination is desired. The term "non-preferential
side," as used herein with respect to the direction of the
light distribution, means the lateral direction toward which
illumination is not desired. The non-preferential side is
typically substantially radially opposite from the prefer-
ential side.
[0024] Another aspect of this invention is a lighting fix-
ture utilizing the inventive lens. The inventive lighting fix-
ture includes: (1) a support member configured for
mounting into the structure and including a front end-
portion having an edge defining a light opening and a
back end-portion recessed from the opening, the support
member and opening having a centerline; (2) a mounting
board disposed at the back end-portion and defining with
the support member an open space extending to the
opening; and (3) an LED arrangement. The LED arrange-
ment includes (a) LED emitters on the mounting board
for directing light toward the opening, each emitter defin-
ing an emitter axis, and (b) a lens for each emitter at least
one of which is off-centerline in a first lateral direction
and has its associated lens configured for distribution of
the emitter light in off-axial direction with respect to the
emitter axis across the open space and passing through
the opening at an edge portion that is off-centerline in
the opposite lateral direction. Such off-axial light distri-
bution wides the illumination angle from the fixture while
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having no more than minimal light directed onto the sup-
port member.
[0025] Term "LED package" is a term known in the in-
dustry. Some examples of LED packages have one or
multiple number of light-emitting diodes on a base. Such
multiple diodes may emit light with the same wave length
which produce a common-color light. Alternatively, mul-
tiple diodes may emit light of different waive lengths thus
different colors which may me blended to achieve a de-
sired-color light. Persons skilled in the art would appre-
ciate a broad variety of available LED emitters.
[0026] Term "centerline," as used with reference to the
support member and the open space, means a line that
indicates a center of at least one lateral dimension. For
example, the fixture may have the light opening which is
symmetrical along only one of its lateral dimension. In
such example, the centerline will be along the axis of
such symmetry. Alternatively, the support member may
define a light opening having asymmetrical shape. In
such case, the centerline will be situated along approxi-
mate center of such shape; and the emitter that is off-
centerline is preferably in a farthest available position
from such approximate center. The term "centerline" is
in no way limiting the configuration of the support member
or the light opening to any particular shape.
[0027] In some highly preferred embodiments, the
mounting board is substantially planar. In most highly
preferred embodiments, the mounting board has a pe-
ripheral region surrounding a non-peripheral region. In
such embodiments, the emitter(s) with the lens(es) con-
figured for off-axial light distribution is/are on the periph-
eral region and at least one other emitter is on the non-
peripheral region. The emitter on the non-peripheral re-
gion has its associated lens configured for axial light dis-
tribution from the emitter with no more than minimal light
directed onto the support member. The peripheral region
preferably has an annular shape concentric with the
opening.
[0028] It should also be understood that some embod-
iments of the present invention, which have smaller
cross-dimension of the light opening, may include only
emitters with lenses configured for off-axial light distribu-
tion.
[0029] In fact, some of such embodiments may have
only one emitter with its lens distributing LED light off-
axially to achieve directional illumination.
[0030] Some other embodiments with small-sized light
openings may have as few as three emitters each with
the lens off-axially distributing its light in a direction radi-
ally across the light opening. Therefore, a fixture, which
has the light opening with a very small greatest dimen-
sion, may provide a very wide light-beam angle allowing
illumination of a comparatively large area. Since, LEDs
themselves are of an extremely small size, the size of
such fixtures may depend only on the dimensions of the
LED lensing. A very small overall size of the fixture pro-
viding a wide light-beam angle according to the current
invention allows the inventive lighting fixture to be mount-

ed into a great variety of small structures, even including
such portable structures as flashlights.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0031]

FIGURE 1 is a schematic side view of a recessed
LED lighting fixture showing distribution of light in
off-axial and axial direction with respect to the emitter
axis by LED lenses in accordance with this invention.
FIGURE 2 is another schematic side view of the re-
cessed LED lighting fixture as in FIGURE 1 showing
a part of the support member.
FIGURE 3 is another schematic side view of the re-
cessed LED lighting fixture showing an LED assem-
bly and a part of the support member.
FIGURE 4 is a bottom view of the recessed LED
lighting fixture as shown in FIGURE 3.
FIGURE 5 is a schematic side view of the recessed
LED lighting fixture showing only off-axial light dis-
tribution by a lens in accordance with this invention.
FIGURE 6 is another schematic side view of the re-
cessed LED lighting fixture now fully showing only
off-axial light distribution.
FIGURE 7 is a schematic side view of the recessed
LED lighting fixture showing only axial light distribu-
tion by LED lens in accordance with this invention.
FIGURE 8 is another schematic side view of the re-
cessed LED lighting fixture now fully showing only
axial light distribution.
FIGURE 9 is a bottom perspective view of the re-
cessed LED lighting fixture.
FIGURE 10 is a top perspective view of the recessed
LED lighting fixture.
FIGURE 11 is an enlarged side view of the lens for
preferential-side off-axial light distribution showing
such off-axial light distribution.
FIGURE 12 is an enlarged side view of the prefer-
ential-side off-axial light distribution by the lens of
FIGURE 11.
FIGURE 13 is an enlarged perspective view of the
lens of FIGURE 11.
FIGURE 14 is an enlarged transparent perspective
view of the lens of FIGURE 11 showing an inner sur-
face.
FIGURE 15 is a greatly enlarged cross-sectional
view along 15-15 lines of the lens of FIGURE 11.
FIGURE 16 is a greatly enlarged cross-sectional
view along 16-16 lines of the lens of FIGURE 11.
FIGURE 17 is a polar candela curves of the off-axial
light distribution according to the invention.
FIGURE 18 is an isofootcandle plot of the off-axial
light distribution according to the invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0032] FIGURES 11-18 illustrate lens 50A which is a
preferred embodiment of the invention. Lens 50A is for
directing light from a light emitter 49 in a preferential-side
off-axial direction with respect to the emitter axis 44. FIG-
URES 1-10 illustrate preferred embodiments of the re-
cessed lighting fixture 10 utilizing lens 50A.
[0033] Lens 50A includes: an emitter-adjacent base
end 52 which forms an light-receiving opening 52A; an
inner surface 54 extending from base end 52 and forming
a void 54A, an output-end surface 57 configured to direct
light 46 toward preferential side 35, and an outer lateral
surface 59 configured for TIR to direct light 46 toward
output-end surface 57. Inner surface 54 includes a sur-
rounding lateral surface 55, which is of circular cylindrical
configuration concentrically formed about emitter axis
44, and an end surface 56 configured to direct light 46
toward preferential side 35. As best seen in FIGURES
11 and 12, light 46 from emitter 42 exits the output-sur-
face 57 predominantly toward preferential side 35.
[0034] As best seen in FIGURES 15 and 16, end sur-
face 56 has a substantially planar portion 56A angled
toward preferential side 35 and transitioning from near
emitter axis 44 to a convex portion 56B. As best illustrated
in FIGURE 15, convex portion 56B is on a non-preferen-
tial side 37 and meets surrounding lateral surface 55 at
a position 56C farthest from base end 52.
[0035] FIGURES 13-15 best show that outer lateral
surface 59 extends from base end 52 to terminate prox-
imal to output-end surface 57 at distances from emitter
axis 44 which are greatest 59A on preferential side 35
and gradually decrease to 59B toward non-preferential
side 37. Outer lateral surface has angles of divergence
with respect to emitter axis which are the greatest on
preferential side 35 (e.g., angle 58A) and gradually de-
crease toward non-preferential side (e.g., angle 58B).
Distances 59A and 59B and angles 58A and 58B define
an output-end axis 57A which is substantially parallel to
LED-light emitter axis 44 and offset therefrom toward
preferential side 35.
[0036] As further seen in FIGURE 15, output-end sur-
face 57 is substantially planar. Emitter-adjacent base end
52 is a planar surface which is substantially perpendicular
to emitter axis 44. Output-end surface 57 is angled toward
non-preferential side 37, with the edge 57B of output-end
surface 57 on preferential side 35 being farthest from the
plane of base end 52.
[0037] As seen in FIGURES 11, 13-16, lens 50A in-
cludes an outward flange 53 around outer lateral surface
59. FIGURE 14 shows that outward flange 53 includes
a reference mark 51 indicating the orientation of prefer-
ential side 35, which is helpful during installation of lens
50A over its associated emitter 42.
[0038] FIGURES 1-10 illustrate preferred embodi-
ments of recessed lighting fixture 10 for mounting into a
structure 12 facing an illumination area 14. Lighting fix-

ture 10 includes: (1) a support member 20 configured for
mounting into structure 12 and including a front end-por-
tion 22 having an edge 24 defining a light opening 16 and
a back end-portion 26 recessed from opening 16, support
member 20 and opening 16 having a centerline 28; (2)
a mounting board 18 disposed at back end-portion 26
and defining with support member 20 an open space 30
extending to opening 16; and (3) an LED arrangement
40. LED arrangement 40 includes (a) LED emitters 42
on mounting board 18 for directing light 46 toward open-
ing 16, each emitter 42 defining an emitter axis 44, and
(b) a lens 50 for each emitter 42 at least one of which is
off-centerline in a first lateral direction 32 and has its as-
sociated lens 50A configured for off-axial light distribution
therefrom across open space 30 and passing through
opening 16 at an edge portion 25 that is off-centerline in
the opposite lateral direction 33, thereby to widen the
illumination angle 48 from fixture 10 while having no more
than minimal light 46 directed onto support member 20.
[0039] While FIGURES 1, 2, 5-8 show lenses 50 as
separate pieces each over its associated emitter 42, it
should be recognized that in certain light-fixture uses uti-
lizing a plurality of lenses 50, such as the fixtures illus-
trated in FIGURES 1-10, lenses 50 could be incorporated
into a single formed member with each lens oriented in
the desired direction.
[0040] As best shown in FIGURE 2, mounting board
18 is substantially planar and has a peripheral region 17
surrounding a non-peripheral region 19. Emitters 42 with
the lenses 50A configured for off-axial light distribution
are on peripheral region 17 and at least one other emitter
42 is on non-peripheral region 19. Emitter 42 on non-
peripheral region 19 has its associated lens 50B config-
ured for axial light distribution from emitter 42 with no
more than minimal light 46 directed onto support member
20. Peripheral region 17 has an annular shape concentric
with the opening, as best seen in FIGURES 3, 4 and 9.
[0041] While the principles of the invention have been
shown and described in connection with specific embod-
iments, it is to be understood that such embodiments are
by way of example and are not limiting.

Claims

1. An LED apparatus including a light emitter (42) hav-
ing an axis and a lens (50A) for directing light (46)
from the light emitter (42) in a preferential-side (35)
off-axial direction with respect to the emitter axis
(44), comprising:

an emitter-adjacent base end (52) forming an
opening (52A) radially around the emitter axis
(44) and defining a base plane substantially per-
pendicular to the emitter axis (44);
an inner surface (54) extending from the opening
(52A) and including (a) an inner lateral surface
(55) radially surrounding the emitter axis (44)
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and (b) an inner end surface (56), the inner sur-
face (54) forming a void (54A);
an output-end surface (57) configured to direct
light (46) toward the preferential side (35); and
an outer lateral surface (59) extending from the
base end (52) radially around the inner surface
(54) and configured for TIR to direct light toward
the output-end surface (57);

whereby light (46) from the emitter (42) exits the out-
put-end surface (57) predominantly toward the pref-
erential side (35);
characterized in that
said inner end surface (56) is configured to direct
light (46) toward the preferential side (35), and said
outer lateral surface (59) has angles of divergence
with respect to the emitter axis (44) which are the
greatest on the preferential side (35) and decrease
toward the non-preferential side (37).

2. The LED apparatus of claim 1 wherein the inner sur-
rounding lateral surface (55) is substantially cylindri-
cal.

3. The LED apparatus of claim 2 wherein the substan-
tially cylindrical lateral surface (55) has a right cylin-
drical shape of substantially circular cross-section.

4. The LED apparatus of claim 1 wherein the inner end
surface (56) has a substantially planar portion (56A)
angled toward the preferential side (35) and transi-
tioning from near the emitter axis (44) to a convex
portion (56B) that is on a non-preferential side (37)
and meets the inner surrounding lateral surface (55)
at a position farthest from the base end (52).

5. The LED apparatus of claim 1 wherein the outer lat-
eral surface (59) terminates proximal to the output-
end surface (57) at distances from the emitter axis
(44) which are greatest on the preferential side (35)
and gradually decrease toward a non-preferential
side (37).

6. The LED apparatus of claim 1 wherein the output-
end surface (57) is substantially planar.

7. The LED apparatus of claim 1 wherein the output-
end surface (57) is angled toward a non-preferential
side (37), with the edge of such output-end surface
(57) on the preferential side (35) being farthest from
the plane of the base end (52).

8. The LED apparatus of claim 1 further including an
outward flange (53) about the outer lateral surface
(59).

9. The LED apparatus of claim 8 wherein the outward
flange (53) includes a reference mark (51) indicating

an orientation of the preferential side (35) during in-
stallation of the lens (50A) over the emitter (42).

Patentansprüche

1. LED-Vorrichtung mit einem Lichtemitter (42), der ei-
ne Achse aufweist, und mit einer Linse (50A) zum
Lenken von Licht (46) von dem Lichtemitter (42) in
einer bezogen auf die Emitterachse (44) nicht axia-
len Vorzugsseitenrichtung, wobei die LED-Vorrich-
tung aufweist:

ein emitternahes Fußende (52), das eine Öff-
nung (52A) radial um die Emitterachse (44) he-
rum bildet und eine Fußebene definiert, die im
Wesentlichen senkrecht zu der Emitterachse
(44) ist;
eine Innenfläche (54), die sich von der Öffnung
(52A) erstreckt und (a) eine innere Seitenfläche
(55), die radial die Emitterachse (44) umgibt,
und (b) eine innere Endfläche (56) umfasst, wo-
bei die Innenfläche (54) einen Hohlraum (54A)
bildet;
eine Ausgangsendfläche (57), die dazu einge-
richtet ist, Licht (46) auf die Vorzugsseite (35)
hin zu lenken; und
eine äußere Seitenfläche (59), die sich von dem
Fußende (52) radial um die Innenfläche (54) er-
streckt und die für TIR eingerichtet ist, um Licht
auf die Ausgangsendfläche (57) hin zu lenken;
wobei Licht (46) von dem Emitter (42) die Aus-
gangsendfläche (57) vorwiegend zu der Vor-
zugsseite (35) hin verlässt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die innere Endfläche (56) eingerichtet ist, Licht
(46) auf die Vorzugsseite (35) hin zu lenken, und
die äußere Seitenfläche (59) bezüglich der Emit-
terachse (44) Divergenzwinkel aufweist, die auf
der Vorzugsseite (35) am größten sind und zu
der Nicht-Vorzugsseite (37) hin abnehmen.

2. LED-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die innere
umgebende Seitenfläche (55) im Wesentlichen zy-
lindrisch ist.

3. LED-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die im We-
sentlichen zylindrische Seitenfläche (55) eine rechte
zylindrische Form von im Wesentlichen kreisförmi-
gem Querschnitt aufweist.

4. LED-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die innere
Endfläche (56) einen im Wesentlichen ebenen Ab-
schnitt (56A) aufweist, der zu der Vorzugsseite (35)
hin abgewinkelt ist und von in der Nähe der Emitter-
achse (44) in einen konvexen Abschnitt (56B) über-
geht, der sich auf einer Nicht-Vorzugsseite (37) be-
findet und auf die innere umgebende Seitenfläche
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(55) an einer Position trifft, die am weitesten entfernt
von dem Fußende (52) liegt.

5. LED-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die äuße-
re Seitenfläche (59) in der Nähe der Ausgangsend-
fläche (57) in Abständen von der Emitterachse (44)
endet, die auf der Vorzugsseite (35) am größten sind
und die allmählich hin zu einer Nicht-Vorzugsseite
(37) hin abnehmen.

6. LED-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Aus-
gangsendfläche (57) im Wesentlichen eben ist.

7. LED-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Aus-
gangsendfläche (57) zu einer Nicht-Vorzugsseite
(37) hin abgewinkelt ist, wobei der Rand der Aus-
gangsendfläche (57) auf der Vorzugsseite (35) am
weitesten entfernt von der Ebene des Fußendes (52)
entfernt ist.

8. LED-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, die des Weiteren
einen Außenflansch (53) um die äußere Seitenflä-
che (59) herum aufweist.

9. LED-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Au-
ßenflansch (53) eine Referenzmarke (51) umfasst,
die eine Ausrichtung der Vorzugsseite (35) während
der Einrichtung der Linse (50A) über den Emitter (52)
angibt.

Revendications

1. Appareil à DEL incluant un émetteur de lumière (42)
ayant un axe et une lentille (50A) pour diriger de la
lumière (46) provenant de l’émetteur de lumière (42)
dans une direction désaxée d’un côté préférentiel
(35) par rapport à l’axe d’émetteur (44),
comprenant :

une extrémité de base adjacente à l’émetteur
(52) formant une ouverture (52A) radialement
autour de l’axe d’émetteur (44) et définissant un
plan de base sensiblement perpendiculaire à
l’axe d’émetteur (44) ;
une surface intérieure (54) s’étendant à partir
de l’ouverture (52A) et incluant (a) une surface
latérale intérieure (55) entourant radialement
l’axe d’émetteur (44) et (b) une surface d’extré-
mité intérieure (56), la surface intérieure (54) for-
mant un vide (54A) ;
une surface d’extrémité de sortie (57) configu-
rée pour diriger la lumière (46) vers le côté pré-
férentiel (35) ; et
une surface latérale extérieure (59) s’étendant
à partir de l’extrémité de base (52) radialement
autour de la surface intérieure (54) et configurée
pour que la réflexion totale interne (TIR) dirige

la lumière vers la surface d’extrémité de sortie
(57) ;
en sorte que la lumière (46) provenant de l’émet-
teur (42) quitte la surface d’extrémité de sortie
(57) majoritairement vers le côté préférentiel
(35) ;
caractérisé en ce que
ladite surface d’extrémité intérieure (56) est con-
figurée pour diriger la lumière (46) vers le côté
préférentiel (35), et ladite surface latérale exté-
rieure (59) a des angles de divergence par rap-
port à l’axe d’émetteur (44) qui sont les plus
grands sur le côté préférentiel (35) et qui dimi-
nuent vers le côté non préférentiel (37).

2. Appareil à DEL selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la surface latérale environnante intérieure (55) est
sensiblement cylindrique.

3. Appareil à DEL selon la revendication 2, dans lequel
la surface latérale sensiblement cylindrique (55) a
une forme cylindrique droite à section transversale
sensiblement circulaire.

4. Appareil à LED selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la surface d’extrémité intérieure (56) a une portion
sensiblement plane (56A) inclinée vers le côté pré-
férentiel (35) et passant de près de l’axe d’émetteur
(44) à une portion convexe (56B) qui est sur un côté
non préférentiel (37) et rencontre la surface latérale
environnante intérieure (55) à une position la plus
éloignée de l’extrémité de base (52).

5. Appareil à LED selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la surface latérale extérieure (59) se termine proxi-
male à la surface d’extrémité de sortie (57) à des
distances par rapport à l’axe d’émetteur (44) qui sont
les plus grandes sur le côté préférentiel (35) et qui
diminuent graduellement vers un côté non préféren-
tiel (37).

6. Appareil à LED selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la surface d’extrémité de sortie (57) est sensiblement
plane.

7. Appareil à LED selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la surface d’extrémité de sortie (57) est inclinée vers
un côté non préférentiel (37), le bord de cette surface
d’extrémité de sortie (57) sur le côté préférentiel (35)
étant le plus éloigné du plan de l’extrémité de base
(52).

8. Appareil à LED selon la revendication 1, incluant en
outre un rebord vers l’extérieur (53) autour de la sur-
face latérale extérieure (59).

9. Appareil à DEL selon la revendication 8, dans lequel
le rebord vers l’extérieur (53) inclut une marque de
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référence (51) indiquant une orientation du côté pré-
férentiel (35) pendant l’installation de la lentille (50A)
au-dessus de l’émetteur (42).
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